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Abstract

used as an oral medium in a variety of domains belonging to everyday life, 
as well as in modern and traditional literature (both as an oral and a written 

Ausbau

Qa
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or Russian) no other NENA varieties are listed as endangered languages in the 
UNESCO Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger

Ausbausprache, a “language 

all
Ausbau

from more widespread or “stronger” languages, and, for identity reasons, they 

leshono khtobonoyo

east among speakers of NENA, who are mostly adherents of the Chaldean
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 of Modern Assyrian all the more 

parties, the Assyrian Democratic Movement is the only one seating in the National

th

Kurdish Democratic Patriotic Alliance

 from the Assyrian Universal Alliance,

3

2011).
4 The  (Assyrian 
,  Arabic ) ‘is a leadership council 

comprised of representatives of Assyrian communities and organizations worldwide. The AUA 
was established in Pau, France, on April 13, 1968 to become a powerful voice for the Assyrian 
nation, committing itself to spreading, upholding, enhancing the Assyrian name around the world, 
and working to secure the sacred human and national rights of the Assyrian people in our homeland 
and in the Diaspora.



 from the Assyrian General 
Conference.

in favour of nominal forms of the verb,

C1 2(e)C3
st form 

b - k-

be la we ask

they keep trying

An exception is provided by the poetic text, which obviously calls for a more 

and which sticks therefore to a more “canonical” Modern Assyrian usage in the 
they

k-) or
from Text #4).

‘date’ (Text #2) is a Classical Syriac word meaning ‘era’ (Payne 

Assyrianism as the unifying identity of our people belonging to different denominations and 

(
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(Maclean 1901: 326), meaning both 
‘history’ and ‘date.’ Although this Arabic loan is the usual term to express 

,
)7 and its use is not et al.

European languages, 

 (

araka

same root provides in MSA ir

7 The Chaldean Democratic Forum



maw

(Text #4): ‘candle’ (Awde 
Kurdish šemal ‘light’ (Chyet 2002: 573), although we would have expected the 
use of the common Semitic stem ŠM  as represented in ‘candle’

šam
 (Oraham 1943: 

bayrak
‘promise’ (Text #4), from MSA qawl (Mclean 1901: 272).

The dependance on Arabic is even more evident (although less obvious to the 

nite head – itself a typical MSA feature (Holes 2002), but foreign to NENA (Maclean 
1889: 23): 

Finally, in Text #3 we have ‘in favour of,’ a calque from the 
MSA expression , and made up of the pan-Semitic preposition 
b- and the word 

language for “higher” domains.
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:
come from the old Semitic lunisolar calendar, but is the only one still actively
used and part of both the Levant Arabic and the Hebrew calendars. is

a “foreign” word, unknown in Arabic, is a precious asset in the identity-building 
and culture-reshaping process inherent in the creation of an 

the former, a loan from Arabic, 
is the word in common usage, followed in brackets by a Syriac suggested 

: as anticipated, ‘unity’ is an 
innovation from the Syriac root 
concept ‘territorial unity’ that tries to express.

a fortiori
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